Be safe on-board against airborne
and touch viruses
Coronavirus Update
If you have people operating in or on your premises then you should be sterilising your space regularly

Don’t risk costly illness on-board.
When it comes to the safe environment of your
yacht, you cannot afford to risk the well-being of
crew and guests. Ensure the very highest levels of
protection with a total sterilisation solution from
PuraMyst.
The process
Using specialised equipment our technicians
move through your vessel and emit a dry mist
that moves like a fog. It contains a safe biocide
which eradicates 99.999% of all airborne and
surface pathogens and viruses including MRSA,
Norovirus, as well as modern viruses that can
cause respiratory inflammation.

Effective surface and air
decontamination and sterilisation
Micro-particle technology is dry on
contact
Effective against spores, moulds
and bacteria
Effective against MRSA, Norovirus,
Flu and respiratory viruses
High Kill rate (99.999%)
Ultimate defence on-board against
bacteria and viruses

Preventative or combative
Our specialist professionals are always ready
to tackle preventative approaches or
emergencies of any scale.
Based in Palma, Mallorca we can reach you
wherever you are lying and Myst your vessel
within hours, leaving your environment
sterilised and safe for guests and crew alike.
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Sterilise your living space
and make it safe
For maximum efficacy

Safe to use on furnishings

Without doubt the most efficient and
effective way to help prevent or treat a
modern virus is to spray the entire boat with
the PuraMyst sterilising cloud.

There’s no need to cover any surfaces or soft
furnishings. PuraMyst is safe to use on any
surface including fabrics.
PuraMyst. The visual fog that sterilises
the air and everything it touches…

The unique particle technology used ensures
that even the areas and surfaces hidden from
sight or difficult to access are also treated,
including your entire HVAC system.

How it works
Ideally the ship will be ‘human-free’. Then our
skilled misting team spray the entire area (or
selected areas) with a specialised biocide
which is perfectly acceptable for humans but
is deadly for airborne and surface pathogens.
PuraMyst eradicates 99.999% of all airborne,
diseases, surface pathogens and viruses
including MRSA, Legionnaires, Salmonella
and Norovirus, as well as modern viruses
including those causing flu-like and
respiratory symptoms.

Our service is professional, efficient and
discreet and the PuraMyst technicians can
usually ‘Myst’ an entire boat in just a few hours.
PuraMyst can be applied on a preventative or
combative approach.
Sterilising your vessel can help towards your
COSWP obligations.

PuraMyst completely sterilises walls, floors
and surfaces to remove hidden threats and
leaves no visible trace or residues.
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